IN ALL MY DREAMS I DREAM OF YOU

Lyrics By
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Music By
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Semi-Classical Piano Compositions.
For Teaching and Exhibition. Suitable for all Occasions.

"Star of the Sea," by Amanda Kennedy
The most popular Reverie ever published. Solo 3c. Duet 5c.

Star of Faith, by Amanda Kennedy
The latest Reverie by the writer of "Star of the Sea." 5c.

Rest Thee, by Amanda Kennedy
A dreamy and pleasing Lullaby, very effective. 5c.

Drifting Leaves, by Amanda Kennedy
A Reverie as sweet as "Star of the Sea." Easy to play. 5c.

Blossom Time, by John F. Gilder
A most charming Reverie, full of beautiful harmonies. 5c.

"Amaranthus," by John F. Gilder
A very unique and entertaining Salon number. 5c.

Dreaming, by J. A. Wallace
An alluring Reverie, full of beauty and charm. 9c.

The Rose Song, by J. A. Wallace
A sweet sounding, pleasing concert number. 9c.

Blooming Roses, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A transcription of "Wien Roses Bloom Again." 9c.

"Dance of the Sparrows," by B. Richmond
A Characteristic and Charming concert number. 9c.

Guiding Star, by Kathleen A. Roberts
A delightfully sweet Reverie, very instructive. 9c.

"The North Star," by Kathleen A. Roberts
One of the sweetest Reveries - beautiful effects. 9c.

A Quiet Story, by Kathleen A. Roberts
A refined musical Reverie, excellent Teaching Number. 9c.

Apple Blossoms, by Kathleen A. Roberts
A bright Parlor and Concert number, well known. 9c.

Lilacs, by Kathleen A. Roberts
A well known standard Reverie, easy to play. 9c.

"On the Mesa Grande," by L. Maurice
A sweet Mexican idyll by the writer of "Fighting Hope." 9c.

Beau Supreme, by L. Maurice
A brilliant Valse de Salon by the writer of "Great Divide." 9c.

The Pretty Duchess, by Monroe H. Rosenfeld
A Military Schottische, fine exhibition number. 9c.

"Princess Royal," by Monroe H. Rosenfeld
A well known Schottische Caprice, full of snap. 9c.

The Sea Ghost, by Monroe H. Rosenfeld
A fine little Waltz for Teaching and Dancing. 9c.

"Manzanillo," by Alfred C. Robyn
Wherever you go, you hear it. Solo 3c. Duet 5c.

Panquila, by Alfred C. Robyn
A Spanish Dance by the writer of "Manzanillo." 9c.

"Answer," by Alfred C. Robyn
A Piano Transcription of Robyn's famous Song. 6c.

Heart Whispers, by James L. Gilbert
A beautiful melody, very effective for Recital work. 6c.

Spanish Cavalier, by F. Hendrickson
A cheerful and pretty number, full of vim. 5c.

Prince Charming, by Monroe H. Rosenfeld
An easy Polkaette, but very effective. 5c.

"Cortnacker Dance," by F. H. Mecham
An interesting exhibition number. Snappy. 5c.

"Chapel by the Sea," by M. Greenwald
A Meditation that sets the Soul a Singing. 5c.

Stilling the Storm, by M. Greenwald
A Meditation for those who are feeling blue. 5c.

Soul's Awakening, by M. Greenwald
A Soulful Heart-warming Reverie, not hard. 5c.

"An Afternoon Tea," by Rob't. A. Keiser
A very popular number for all kinds of players. 5c.

Cauveh in the Net, by Rob't. A. Keiser
A delightful Reverie. Full of sweetness, not too hard. 5c.

"Spring Dreams," by Rob't. A. Keiser
A characteristic Song without words. 5c.

Summer Zephyr, by Rob't. A. Keiser
An interesting Idylle. Full of sweetness, not too hard. 5c.

"Autumn Breezes," by Rob't. A. Keiser
A Reverie, full of sweet melodies and harmonies. 5c.

Wintry Winds, by Rob't. A. Keiser
A characteristic and charming Parlor number. 5c.

Dance of the Raindrops, by Pauline B. Story
A spirited, though not difficult dance. 5c.

"Dance of the Frowsey Heads," by Pauline B. Story
A vivacious and interesting Dance, not too hard. 5c.

Whispering Leaves, by Wm. Lorraine
A Dainty Intermezzo with charming effects. 5c.

"Carol of the Bobolink," by Wm. Lorraine
A beautiful and captivating Gavotte, not too hard. 5c.

Spoonfuls, by Edward T. Cupero
A love whisper so delicate and dainty. 5c.

"Smiles and Caresses," by Theo. Bendix
A beautiful Melody, not too hard. 5c.

Japonica, by Tony Stanford
A unique and entertaining Study. 5c.

In a Shady Nook, by Cha.s. A. Prince
A very fine Parlor number, Fine for teaching. 5c.

Sadi, by Cha.s. A. Prince
An Egyptian classical dance. Not difficult. 5c.

Circus Galop, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A pretty, brilliant and sweet Galop. Solo 4c. Duet 6c. Trio 9c.

Dash Along, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A real mammoth Galop, easy to play. Solo 6c. Duet 6c. Trio 9c.

Drifting Clouds, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A brilliant and pretty Caprice. Solo 6c. Duet 6c. Trio 9c.

Golden Spray, by Cha.s. Drumheller

Ocean Pearl, by Cha.s. Drumheller
The Hit of every Recital. Solo 25c. Duet 50c. Trio 75c.

Pandora March, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A brilliant March hit. Solo 25c. Duet 50c. Trio 75c.

Queen of the Flowers, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A sweet sounding Morceau de Salon. 60c.

Silver Spray, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A very popular Caprice. Solo 6c. Duet 6c. Trio 9c.

Sunshine on the Sea, by Cha.s. Drumheller
A sweet Valse Caprice. Solo 6c. Duet 1.00. Trio 1.50.
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In All My Dreams, I Dream Of You.

Words by
JOE McCARTHY.

Music by
AL. PIANTADOSI.

Valse Moderato.

I've had a million dreams, sweet-heart, but they are all the same, You're
When you're away, when I'm alone, the world's alone it seems, I

with me, dear, all through the night and day;
miss you like the roses miss the dew;

And
But
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in my dreams I always whisper one sweet name, My
I find consolation in my lonely dreams, For

aching heart to you it seems to say.
in my dreams there's no one else but you.

CHORUS.

In all my dreams I dream of you, Each time I

Valse moderato

p dolce

love you more, I dream the day and night a -
way of one whom I adore. Sometimes you kiss me tenderly, and say you love me too. I wonder, will my dreams come true? My dreams, sweetheart, of you.
Popular Songs by Popular Writers.

Ballads—Love Songs—Coon Songs. Waltzes, March and Character Songs.

In All My Dreams I Dream of You.

CHORUS: Moderato.

In all my dreams I dream of you,
Each day and night I dream of you,
Each time I love you more,
I dream the same old dream.

Copyright by Leo, Feist, New York.

When The Autumn Leaves Are Falling.

CHORUS: Andante.

When the autumn leaves are falling, and the
green has turned to gold;
When summer days are growing cold,
I'll be thinking of you.

Copyright by Leo, Feist, New York.

PRACTICAL HINTS AND HELP FOR
PERFECTION IN SINGING.

By Madame Luisa Cappiana

The most remarkable work ever published to assist Enthusiasts and their Pupils in the beautiful Art of Singing. Price, $1.50. Net. Ask your dealer to order a copy for you on approval.
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Rusty-Can-O Rag, Gray, Corn & Plantados

A Rag—A Time Character Song. Very funny. 9c

Funny Moon, by McCarthy & Plantados

A lovely Love Song with a charming melody. 9c

Take Me With You Into Loveland, by Brian & Plantados

A beautiful sentimental Ballad, by popular writers. 5c

In All My Dreams, I Dream of You, 5c

McCarthy & Plantados

A very popular Ballad, with a beautiful story. 9c

That Possum Rag, by Atteridge & Schwartz

A Ragtime Song with a new idea, very popular, 9c

San Francisco Glide, McCarthy & Plantados

A sentimental novelty of musical merit. 9c

That Dreamy Italian Waltz, by McCarthy & Plantados

A sensational new idea in an Italian Character. 9c

Dancing Starlight, by Roden & Glogau

A new Italian Summer, very beautiful. 9c

Blaze Of Glory, by Abe Holzmann

The most striking March Song ever written. 9c

You'll Always Be Just Sweet Sixteen To Me, by West & Bratton

A song of every day Reality, full of sentiment. 9c

Dixie And The Girl I Love, by Sherman And A historical March Ballad by popular Writer. 9c

When The Nightingales Are Necting In Dear Old Colorado, by Rosenfeld & Boyd

Sweet Irene, by Huntington & Evans

The greatest success of all Minstrel Ballads. 9c

My Old Plantation Home, by Wintzmann

Fall of sweet winding and pleasant Themes. 9c

Time Will Tell My Love For You, by Stone

A pathetic Song and simple melody. 9c

My Ranchita Maid, by Mabel McKinley

A Song of the plains, very pretty. 9c

How'd You Like To Love Me, by Mabel McKinley

A rapturously lovely love Song. 9c

Wait For The Summer Time, by Atteridge & Peters

A popular Song, lovers' creation. Very Popular. 9c

The Summertime's The Time, by Feist & Bennett

A popular Waltz Song. Very Popular. 9c

When The Gold Was Turning Gray, by Marion & Morse

A Beautiful Story Ballad, entirely pretty. 9c

Somebody's Waiting For Me, by Sturting & Von Tiller

One of the best Songs by the famous Writers. 9c

The Songs fly Mamma Songs, by Edly

Time tells the tale. Very popular. 9c

A Rose With A Broken Stem, by Fleming & Evans

A descriptive Ballad of unusual merit. 9c

Somebody Sings For You, by Mabel McKinley

A song that will live forever. Very popular. 9c

When The Golden Sunset Fades Beyond The Hills, by Wintzmann

A beautiful Ballad. 9c

When The Mocking Birds Are Singing, by Allen

A delightful melody and engaging Words. 9c

When The Winter Days Are Over, by Feist & Nathan

An old fashioned Ballad, a popular success. 9c

In The Garden Of The West, by Harris & Nathan

A really Gem. A Song for the People. 9c

How'd You Like To Like A Girl Like Me?, by Jans & Nathan

A popular Song by the Writers of "Silent." 9c

When The Autumn Leaves Are Falling, by Wood & Jansen

A description Ballad with a beautiful melody. 9c

Isn't That Enough For You?, by Henry & Conklin

A semi-comic song, for teasing. 9c

L-O-V-E Spells Trouble To Me, by Feist & Corin

An "over night" Cow Song Hit, very popular. 9c

© Also published for Orchestra.
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